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Thanks to the two anonymous folks that independently contacted about the whole "white 
label" thing 
 
Anzu Robotics (https://www.Anzurobotics.com/) is an US based company that got 
some attention in the last weeks by releasing an DJI drone lookalike. The 
drone they release is called “Raptor (T)”, it shares the Specs with the DJI 
Mavic 3 Enterprise / Mavic 3 Enterprise Thermal. Anzu itself has put an FAQ 
on their website explaining that they have licensed the technology from DJI.  

 
 
Of course, licensing technology is a standard business practice, but with the 
foreshadowing of an ban of DJI products in the United States the big question 
is: How much DJI is in the Anzu device, or better said, is the Anzu device 
really an own device or just an green painted Mavic 3?  
 
 
 
Anzu products are produced in Malaysia (maybe the DJI Factory? ;))  

 
 
As the FCC filings (https://fcc.report/company/Anzu-Robotics-L-L-C) have shown 
the products are identical on the hardware level to the DJI produts. 
The Anzu drones use the DJI proprietary hardware such as the P1 (Pigeon) etc. 
Our friends of the FPV wiki have already put the PCBs side by side: 
https://fpvwiki.co.uk/dji-white-label-clone-drones 
and came to the conclusion that they are identical.  
 
 
Having in mind that the hardware is the same and that we have to determine if 
the Anzu drone is its own device or just a green DJI Mavic 3 Enterprise we 
need to take a look at the drone firmware.  
Let’s see what Anzu tells us about the firmware in their FAQ. 
 
 

https://www.anzurobotics.com/
https://fcc.report/company/Anzu-Robotics-L-L-C
https://fpvwiki.co.uk/dji-white-label-clone-drones


 
 
 
When Anzu writes something like this it implies that there was a custom build 
for the hardware done and it does not run any DJI software anymore. Of 
course, they do not write that explicit, but calling it an custom firmware 
implies that there is something special to the firmware, except the flight 
dynamics, which were not redeveloped. As far as I am concerned, I would 
expect everything else to be redeveloped when I read this sentence. 
Furthermore the firmware is hold at Aloft, not DJI. Great!  
Let’s take a look.  
 
What we did is to get the raptor drone and connect it to our computer. The 
very first thing we checked is if the drone reacts to normal DJI commands and 
can be detected by software designed unique for DJI drones. This software, 
the drone-hacks.com software, speaks to the drone via DJI’s DUML protocol and 
is able to read/flash/dump several information from the drone when connected.  
 
This is what the drone-hacks.com software showed when connecting the Raptor 
drone: 
 
 

 
 



 
 
 
The drone-hacks.com software detects the drone as a Mavic 3 Enterprise, which 
is interesting. If this is a custom firmware, shouldn’t it be at least 
renamed? Well let’s see what the firmware version’s cfg file shows: 
 
 

 
 
The cfg file is a signed configuration file of the current drone firmware. 
The drone holds a copy of this file on its own filesystem, the file is used 
during the flashing process of the firmware to ensure only firmware can be 
flashed which is signed cryptographically with the correct key. 
 
The cfg file itself is also signed, so it cannot be altered without being 
voided. The cfg file references several modules and holds their checksums.  



 

 
 
 
During the flashing process the cfg file is parsed and every module is 
checked for its checksum, only if the checksum is correct for the module said 
module will be processed. Every module itself is then checked for the 
signature and only if valid it will be decrypted and flashed.  
 
The keys used for to verify the signature and decrypt the firmware are 
handled by the trustzone. 
 
Ultimately if Aloft is in control of the firmware, they should of course use 
their own keys and not rely on DJI keys, if they would rely on DJI keys they 
would not be in control of the firmware, as they would not be able to encrypt 
and sign the images themselves but would have to send them to China for 
processing.  
 
For the Mavic 3 Enterprise I happen to be able to decrypt the firmware images 
with the correct key, if the Raptor firmware is signed with an own key the 
Mavic 3 Enterprise key should not work. Let’s see: 
 

 
 
 
 
As you can see the md5 of the 0802 module image is the same as from the cfg 
file, therefore we verified that we are handling the correct firmware image 
file here. Then the decrypter script found that the Mavic 3 Enterprise key 
was successful, it was able to decrypt the file using the Mavic 3 Enterprise 
key, interesting...  
Let’s check if the md5 of the decrypted file is the same as the “md5_unsign” 
md5 from the cfg file: 

 
 
That looks correct, so I have indeed been able to verify the decryption of 
the file.  
 
 
What does that mean? The firmware was being signed and encrypted using the 
very same key as the normal Mavic 3 Enterprise, it is not signed and 
encrypted by Aloft or Anzu themselves, but by DJI. The claim that nobody else 
can modify the firmware images of the drone is therefore false, not even 
Aloft can modify it without voiding it, only DJI can. 
 
Additionally, Anzu claims that the firmware is hold on the Aloft servers and 
can’t be accessed by anyone else. 



Let’s check: I was able to check the DJI server for the firmware, same as DJI 
Assistant 2 tool one can manually download firmware for updates. Let’s see if 
we download the 0802 firmware from DJI directly, click this link and see what 
you get: 
https://terra-2-
g.djicdn.com/1546577435024199aad91154298e6ca7/apddnhlhwae2v6aipfgr2v2q
/wm265e_0802_v20.00.00.07_20231212.pro.fw.sig?auth_key=1716088014-
1716080814670-0-e0c729a9921498f9493b314134252b1b 
 
Correct: There is our Anzu firmware living on the DJI CDN, so the firmware is 
also hosted by DJI in contrary to the claims from Anzu.  
 
 
Let’s look what is going on in the drone firmware itself.  
I will check the 0802 module as an example again, if this is a custom 
firmware I would expect Aloft/Anzu software and not DJI software in this 
module. As Anzu claimed in the FAQ the software is custom, except the flight 
dynamics, so I would expect everything but the flightcontroller (which is not 
part of the 0802 module!) to be custom. 
  

https://terra-2-g.djicdn.com/1546577435024199aad91154298e6ca7/apddnhlhwae2v6aipfgr2v2q/wm265e_0802_v20.00.00.07_20231212.pro.fw.sig?auth_key=1716088014-1716080814670-0-e0c729a9921498f9493b314134252b1b
https://terra-2-g.djicdn.com/1546577435024199aad91154298e6ca7/apddnhlhwae2v6aipfgr2v2q/wm265e_0802_v20.00.00.07_20231212.pro.fw.sig?auth_key=1716088014-1716080814670-0-e0c729a9921498f9493b314134252b1b
https://terra-2-g.djicdn.com/1546577435024199aad91154298e6ca7/apddnhlhwae2v6aipfgr2v2q/wm265e_0802_v20.00.00.07_20231212.pro.fw.sig?auth_key=1716088014-1716080814670-0-e0c729a9921498f9493b314134252b1b
https://terra-2-g.djicdn.com/1546577435024199aad91154298e6ca7/apddnhlhwae2v6aipfgr2v2q/wm265e_0802_v20.00.00.07_20231212.pro.fw.sig?auth_key=1716088014-1716080814670-0-e0c729a9921498f9493b314134252b1b


This is part of the system/bin folder: 

 



Pretty much standard DJI binaries are there, this is the exact layout as the 
normal Mavic 3 Enterprise, nothing special here, nothing custom, all normal 
DJI start scripts: 

 
 
 
And the build.prop file: 

 



As far as could be seen by a quick check, there is nothing custom in this 
drone firmware. The firmware is a plain stock Mavic 3 Enterprise firmware, we 
were not able to spot any special Anzu/Aloft software in it. All services 
that you would expect from an DJI drone were present, none were removed or 
replaced by own services like you would expect from a custom firmware.  
 
The conclusion on the drone firmware: This is a pretty much default Mavic 3 
Enterprise drone firmware. Together with the results of the hardware 
comparison we can say: One the drone side of things there is no special 
Anzu/Aloft version to be seen. Maybe we can spot something else in the 
Controller side of things? 
  



The Remote Controller 
 
The RC seems to be a relabeled DJI RC Pro but calling itself RRC01.  
The RC firmware update works the same way as the drone firmware, so let’s 
investigate the cfg file: 
 

 
 
We see another device name here, rm510, which is the device name of the DJI 
RC Pro. Firmware version of this cfg is 00.01.0009.  
The RRC01 runs the same system as the RC Pro, but instead of the fly app it 
runs the Aloft ai app.  



Installed packages on the RC device:

 



 
 
  



The App side of things 
 
Let’s  take a look at the app, we know by the installed packages list from above that the 
package name is ai.Aloft.ac_pilot_app. Grabbing the APK from the RC allows us to inspect 
it further, the version we have is 1.12.16.95 
 
 
First observation is that the app uses the DJI SDK, the SDK itself is protected by 
secneo/bangcle, which is obfuscating and encrypting the original DEX files, so reverse 
engineering them is hard. Luckily this is not a dealbreaker for us. Due to my good friend Jon 
the secneo protection is easily removed.  
 
 

 
 
The look into the SDK reveals that this seems to be pretty much a standard SDK from DJI in 
some older version. We cannot observe any special/custom magic. All functions like DJI 
cloudcontrol are still in the SDK. If this is an “secure” product, like Anzu claims, it should 
not use an SDK that has these functions included.  Here is the DJI cloudcontrol in the SDK: 
 



 
 
A little bit of going backwards in the code we find this part of the code to determine if 
cloudcontrol is used or not: 

 
 
If LocalDataMode (LDM) is enabled the cloudcontrol service will not run. 
 
Aloft enables LDM with an valid LDMkey: 

 
 
 



What does that mean? Currently LDM is enabled, but LDM defaults to disabled 
in the SDK, so if anything unintended happens, LDM will not be enabled and 
the data will be synced to DJI. 
LDM does not disable the internet connection, if any data leaks are stopped 
by LDM is to be proven separately, in the past LDM still leaked some data 
depending on the SDK version used. Same goes for the case when DJI decides to 
void the LDMkey. 
It would be much better if Aloft would not rely on the DJI SDK for the app in 
the first place, as the SDK includes the cloudcontrol function. So instead of 
disabling it by using LDM it should not be included at all. 
 
 
Overall, Aloft app is an Pilot app that simply uses the SDK provided by DJI, 
like any other popular apps for DJI products. It just has some extra 
functions like warranty activation etc. The Aloft app is not an own rewrite 
of the DJI fly app, it does not control the hardware on a low level but only 
speaks to the DJI provided SDK which then sends control commands to the drone 
via DJI’s DUML format.  
 
For claiming security, the app is very sloppy with security itself. By the 
time looking at the app the staging and production AWS was found in the code.  
 
AWS in the code: 

 
 
  



Both, staging and prod, AWS S3 can be accessed/downloaded without 
authentication: 
 

 



 



When claiming to be certified: 
 

 
 
This should not happen… 
 
Please look at: 
https://www.anzurobotics.com/data-security/ 
 
More precise:  
https://www.anzurobotics.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/04/Anzu-Robotics-Cyber-
Disclosure-2024.pdf 
 
This are very strong claims, especially "Aloft holds ISO 27001 and SOC 2 TYPE 
II certifications, demonstrating their commitment to information security and 
adherence to rigorous security practices." 
Leaving an AWS open without noticing that several researchers already dumped 
the contents of both staging and production does not build trust.  
 
(Sidenote, they have an security paper, go for it for a fun read:  
https://www.aloft.ai/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Aloft-Netsec-White-Paper-
Final-05.17.21.pdf) 
 
 
 
Interesting fact: The AWS share included an DJI RC Pro folder, with the same 
firmware version as the RRC01 (Raptor Remote Controller 01) firmware, the 
RRC01 firmware is just copy & paste of the rm510 (DJI RC Pro) firmware with 
the swapped app …  
 
Let’s wrap up … 
Anyway, Anzu tried to position itself as a drone company using licensed 
technology by DJI, in an “secured” way.  
The analysis of the drone which we were able to access shows that these 
claims are far exaggerated, the drone is just a green painted Mavic 3 
Enterprise, and the RC comes with another app bundled that is nothing but a 
flying app using the DJI SDK with some custom configuration. We were not able 
to find any proof of “custom” drone firmware, the only custom part was the 
app, but the app still heavily relies on DJI technology, most likely any 
other DJI flying app can be used if run on the controller.  
 
Conclusion: The Anzu Raptor is, just a green DJI Mavic 3 Enterprise, without 
any substantial own development. The RRC01 is just an RC Pro painted green 
with a swapped app, which is just another UI for the DJI SDK. Overall, we 
feel the meme on the cover page describes the situation best. 

https://www.anzurobotics.com/data-security/
https://www.anzurobotics.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/04/Anzu-Robotics-Cyber-Disclosure-2024.pdf
https://www.anzurobotics.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/04/Anzu-Robotics-Cyber-Disclosure-2024.pdf
https://www.aloft.ai/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Aloft-Netsec-White-Paper-Final-05.17.21.pdf
https://www.aloft.ai/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Aloft-Netsec-White-Paper-Final-05.17.21.pdf

